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EQUALITY STATEMENT
As a school we welcome our duties under the Equality Act 2010. The general
duties are to:

● eliminate discrimination, harassment and victimisation

● advance equality of opportunity

● foster good relations

We review all policies and procedures we operate to ensure there are no
negative equality impacts based on the following protected characteristics:
age, disability, ethnicity & race, gender (sex), gender identity & reassignment,
pregnancy & maternity, sexual orientation, religion & belief and non-belief as
outlined in the Equality Act 2010. If you feel, on reading this policy that there
may be a negative equality impact, please tell us about this. Please also let us
know if you need to access this policy in a different format. You can do this by
contacting the school office.
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Our school vision

We are a Church of England school that values and recognises the
uniqueness of each individual child and acknowledges their fundamental right
to be educated to their full potential in a safe, secure and caring
environment. Our ethos is built on Christian foundations and drives our belief
that we can do all things.

Wardley CE Primary School is committed to continual improvement to ensure
that what we do today is even better tomorrow. We provide a happy, secure
and supportive learning environment where the children develop
independence and work hard to make the most of their talents, and that ‘We
can do all things’ within a deep and rich curriculum.

We can do all things through Christ who strengthens us. Phillippians 4:13

Practical ways in which we attempt to carry out our school vision

Through the Christian value of respect:
-Having strong ethics to underpin our decision making and actions.
-Creating an environment which promotes the Christian ethos of trust, respect and
honesty to enable people to flourish.
-Promoting a sense of justice.
-Creating a strong moral purpose which underpins everything we do

Through the Christian value of friendship:
-Having an inclusive ethos to create a school in which everyone is welcome and
everyone is equal.
-In celebrating diversity we value the strengths of all and embrace differences.
-Engaging stakeholders within and beyond the school.

Through the Christian value of trust:
-Having a strong sense of teamwork amongst all members of the school community.
-No matter how small, we value every contribution and support each other to reach
our goals.
-In respecting each other, we strive to not let each other down.
-In feeling valued and empowered people have a desire to go the extra mile.

Through the Christian value of courage
-Recognising, supporting and developing everyone’s potential.
-Nurturing skills and promoting opportunities.
-Creating an environment for people to think positively and take risks.

Through the Christian value of perseverance:
-Through continual enhancement we are constantly striving to achieve high
standards, we never stand still.
-All improvements are underpinned with high aspirations.
-When problems arise, we must hold on to our vision and find solutions.
-We inspire and innovate and we support others to do the same.
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Sex and Relationships Education
Definition of Sex and Relationships Education

‘SRE is a lifelong learning process of acquiring information, developing skills
and forming positive beliefs and attitudes about sex, sexuality, relationships
and feelings’ (Sex Education Forum, 1999).

Effective SRE can make a significant contribution to the development of the
personal skills needed by pupils if they are to establish and maintain
relationships. It also enables children and young people to make responsible
and informed decisions about their health and well-being.

Current SRE requirements
Maintained primary and secondary schools are legally obliged to have an
up-to-date SRE policy that describes the content and organisation of SRE
taught outside science in the National Curriculum. This includes special
schools. In primary schools if the decision is taken not to teach SRE beyond
the National Curriculum this should also be documented in the policy. The
policy should be made available to parents on request. It is the school
governors’ responsibility to ensure that the policy is developed and
implemented.

It is good practice for academies, free schools, colleges and independent
schools to have a policy on SRE. All state-funded schools must publish
information in relation to each academic year, about the content of the
school’s curriculum for each subject, and this includes any teaching in
personal, social, health and economic (PSHE) education and SRE (see 2.5 in
the National Curriculum framework (DfE 2013a) and Statutory Instrument
2012 No. 1124).

This school’s SRE policy is based on the DfE’s Sex and Relationship
Education Guidance (2000). Sex education is part of the personal, social and
health education curriculum in our school. Due to our status as a Church of
England school, we will teach within a framework of Christian values and the
Christian understanding that sex is a gift of God as part of creation. Whilst we
use sex education to inform children about sexual issues, we do this with
regard to matters of morality and individual responsibility, and in a way that
allows children to ask and explore moral questions. (We have taken account
of the guidance provided in teaching materials supplied by the Diocese.)
Sensitivity and respect should be shown to all children when teaching about
personal relationships and sex education and SRE should be taught in a way
to ensure that there is no stigmatization of children based on their
home/personal circumstances.

Compulsory aspects of SRE

The sex education contained in National Curriculum science (Key Stages 1–4)
is compulsory in maintained schools. In maintained secondary schools it is
also compulsory for pupils to have sex education that includes HIV and AIDS
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and other sexually transmitted infections. All state-funded schools must have
‘due regard’ to the Secretary of State’s guidance on SRE (DfEE, 2000). This
states that:

● ‘All children, including those who develop earlier than average, need to
know about puberty before they experience the onset of physical
changes’ (1.13)

● Children should learn ‘how a baby is conceived and born’ before they
leave primary school (1.16)

The Learning and Skills Act (2000) and the model funding agreements for
academies and free schools require that state-funded schools ensure that
within sex education children ‘learn the nature of marriage and its importance
for family life and the bringing up of children’, and ‘are protected from teaching
and materials which are inappropriate’. The guidance includes some specific
information about meeting the needs of young people, whatever their
sexuality, including boys and girls and those with special educational needs. It
also has advice about addressing specific issues in SRE such as
menstruation, contraception, safer sex and abortion.

All SRE in a Church of England school should be set in a context that is
consistent with the school’s Christian ethos and values

● SRE should be based on inclusive Christian principles and values
emphasising respect, compassion, loving care and forgiveness.

● SRE should be taught in the light of the belief in the absolute worth of
all people and the unconditional infinite love of God.

● SRE should reflect that sex is a gift from God as part of creation: a
human longing for an intimate union.

● SRE should be sensitive to the circumstances of all children and be
mindful of the expressions of family life in our culture, yet it should also
uphold the Christian values regarding relationships and marriage.

● Issues regarding human sexuality should be addressed sensitively
● The exploration of reproduction and sexual behaviour within the

science curriculum should stand alongside the exploration of
relationships, values and morals and Christian belief.

Whilst pupils are given the opportunity to explore their own attitudes, values
and beliefs and to develop an individual moral code that will guide their
actions, this is exercised within an understanding of the right of people to hold
their own views within a framework of respect for others.

SRE and statutory duties in school

SRE plays a very important part in fulfilling the statutory duties all schools
have to meet. SRE helps children understand the difference between safe
and abusive relationships and equips them with the skills to get help if they
need it. State-funded schools have responsibilities for safeguarding and a
legal duty to promote pupil well-being (Education and Inspections Act 2006
Section 38). Updated government safeguarding guidance is now available
(Keeping Children Safe in Education, 2014a) and includes a section about
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being alert to signs that young girls may be at risk of female genital mutilation
(FGM). School summer holiday especially during the transition from primary to
secondary schools is thought to be a key risk time for FGM. See also the
government Multi-agency practice guidelines: Female Genital Mutilation
(2014) which includes a section for schools.

The SRE policy has clear links with other school policies aimed at promoting
pupils’ spiritual, moral, social and cultural development, including the:
Anti-Bullying Policy
Behaviour Policy
Drugs Education Policy
Equal Opportunities Policy
Health and Safety Policy
Online Safety Policy
Inclusion Policy
PSHE and Citizenship Policy
RE Policy
Safeguarding/Child Protection Policy
SMSC Policy
Special Educational Needs Policy

Equalities

The Equality Act 2010 covers the way the curriculum is delivered, as schools
and other education providers must ensure that issues are taught in a way
that does not subject pupils to discrimination. Schools have a duty under the
Equality Act to ensure that teaching is accessible to all children and young
people, including those who are lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender
(LGBT). Inclusive SRE will foster good relations between pupils, tackle all
types of prejudice – including homophobia – and promote understanding and
respect. The Department for Education have produced advice on The Equality
Act 2010 and schools (DfE 2014b).

Jigsaw SRE Content
The grid below shows specific SRE learning intentions for each year group in
the ‘Changing Me’ Puzzle.

Year
Group

Piece Number
and Name

Learning Intentions
‘Pupils will be able to…’

1 Piece 4
Boys’ and
Girls’ Bodies

identify the parts of the body that make boys
different to girls and use the correct names for
these: penis, testicles, vagina

respect my body and understand which parts are
private

2 Piece 4
Boys’ and
Girls’ Bodies

recognise the physical differences between boys
and girls, use the correct names for parts of the
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body (penis, testicles, vagina) and appreciate that
some parts of my body are private

tell you what I like/don’t like about being a boy/girl
3 Piece 1

How Babies
Grow

understand that in animals and humans lots of
changes happen between conception and growing
up, and that usually it is the female who has the
baby

express how I feel when I see babies or baby
animals

Piece 2
Babies

understand how babies grow and develop in the
mother’s uterus and understand what a baby
needs to live and grow

express how I might feel if I had a new baby in my
family

Piece 3
Outside Body
Changes

understand that boys’ and girls’ bodies need to
change so that when they grow up their bodies
can make babies

identify how boys’ and girls’ bodies change on the
outside during this growing up process

recognise how I feel about these changes
happening to me and know how to cope with those
feelings

Piece 4
Inside Body
Changes

identify how boys’ and girls’ bodies change on the
inside during the growing up process and why
these changes are necessary so that their bodies
can make babies when they grow up

recognise how I feel about these changes
happening to me and how to cope with these
feelings

4 Piece 2
Having A Baby

correctly label the internal and external parts of
male and female bodies that are necessary for
making a baby

understand that having a baby is a personal
choice and express how I feel about having
children when I am an adult

Piece 3
Girls and
Puberty

describe how a girl’s body changes in order for her
to be able to have babies when she is an adult,
and that menstruation (having periods) is a natural
part of this
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know that I have strategies to help me cope with
the physical and emotional changes I will
experience during puberty

5 Piece 2
Puberty for
Girls

explain how a girl’s body changes during puberty
and understand the importance of looking after
myself physically and emotionally

understand that puberty is a natural process that
happens to everybody and that it will be OK for me

Piece 3
Puberty for
Boys and Girls

describe how boys’ and girls’ bodies change
during puberty

express how I feel about the changes that will
happen to me during puberty

Piece 4
Conception

This piece has
been moved to
Y6 to be
covered in
piece 4, Y6.

understand that sexual intercourse can lead to
conception and that is how babies are usually
made
understand that sometimes people need IVF to
help them have a baby

appreciate how amazing it is that human bodies
can reproduce in these ways

6 Piece 2
Puberty

explain how girls’ and boys’ bodies change during
puberty and understand the importance of looking
after myself physically and emotionally

express how I feel about the changes that will
happen to me during puberty

Piece 3
Girl Talk/Boy
Talk

ask the questions I need answered about
changes during puberty

reflect on how I feel about asking the questions
and about the answers I receive

Piece 4
Babies –
Conception to
Birth

describe how a baby develops from conception
through the nine months of pregnancy, and how it
is born

recognise how I feel when I reflect on the
development and birth of a baby

Piece 5
Attraction

understand how being physically attracted to
someone changes the nature of the relationship
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express how I feel about the growing
independence of becoming a teenager and am
confident that I can cope with this

Church of England Guidelines state that SRE should be based on the
following principles:

● The sanctity of marriage is an important belief in Christian teaching and
practice.

● Children should learn the importance of marriage and families as key
building blocks of community and society.

● Sex education includes learning about physical and emotional
development.

● Children will be taught the cultural and religious differences about
matters of sexuality

● Sex education is part of the wider social, personal, moral and spiritual
development.

● Children should be made aware of the way in which advertising and the
media influence their views about sexuality.

● Children should be made more aware of the spiritual dimensions and
the joys of intimacy

● Children should be taught to have respect for their own and others
peoples’ bodies

● Children should learn about their responsibilities to others, and be
aware of the consequences of sexual activity.

● Children should learn that some people choose not to engage in sexual
activity and that this should be respected and valued as a response to
the gift of faith.

● Children should be taught to understand the power of sexual desire.
● Children should be made aware that sex can be used compulsively,

competitively and destructively.
● Children need to learn the importance of protecting themselves and of

self control.
● Children should be made aware of God’s forgiveness and that there is

always a way back.
● Children should learn that it is important to build positive relationships

that involve trust and respect.
● Children need to learn how to keep themselves safe when using the

internet and other forms of technology.
● Children need to be aware of responsible use of all forms of technology

in order to respect the well-being and integrity of others.

Withdrawal from SRE lessons
Parents/carers have the right to withdraw their children from all or part of the
Sex and Relationships Education provided at school except for those parts
included in statutory National Curriculum Science. These sessions have been
identified as Year 4, piece 2 and Year 6, piece 4. Those parents/carers
wishing to exercise this right are invited in to see the head teacher and the
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SRE Co-ordinator who will explore any concerns and discuss any impact that
withdrawal may have on the child. Once a child has been withdrawn they
cannot take part in the SRE programme until the request for withdrawal has
been removed. Materials are available to parents/carers who wish to
supplement the school SRE programme or who wish to deliver SRE to their
children at home.

Working with parents and carers

The government guidance on SRE (DfEE 2000) emphasises the importance
of schools working in partnership with parents and carers. Under current
legislation schools should enable parents to exercise their right to withdraw
their children (until the age of 19) from any school SRE taught outside
National Curriculum Science (Education Act 1996). This applies to maintained
primary and secondary schools and includes pupils attending a sixth form that
is part of a school. It does not apply to sixth form colleges and further
education colleges. Parents have a legal right to see the school SRE policy
and to be given a copy of it (Education Act 1996). Parents should also be
aware that schools are legally required to provide a broad and balanced
curriculum. Sex and relationships topics can arise incidentally in other
subjects, such as Science, and it is not possible to withdraw pupils from these
relatively limited and often unplanned discussions.

The role of the headteacher:

It is the responsibility of the headteacher to ensure that both staff and parents
are informed about our sex education policy, and that the policy is
implemented effectively. It is also the headteacher’s responsibility to ensure
that members of staff are given sufficient training, so that they can teach
effectively and handle any difficult issues with sensitivity.
The headteacher liaises with external agencies regarding the school sex
education programme, and ensures that all adults who work with children on
these issues are aware of the school policy, and that they work within this
framework. The headteacher monitors this policy on a regular basis and
reports to governors, when requested, on the effectiveness of the policy.

Monitoring and Review:

The Curriculum Committee of the governing body monitors our sex education
policy on an annual basis. This committee reports its findings and
recommendations to the full governing body, as necessary, if the policy needs
modification. The Curriculum Committee gives serious consideration to any
comments from parents about the sex education programme, and makes a
record of all such comments. Governors require the headteacher to keep a
written record, giving details of the content and delivery of the sex education
programme that we teach in our school. Governors should scrutinise materials
to check they are in accordance with the school’s ethos.
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